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Every year, 85K Cancer Patients receive 
their insured medicines from Egypt’s Health 

Insurance Organization (HIO)

This is the story of ..

How a User-Centric Digital Experience 
is saving lives by making sure patients 

receive their medicines in 
only 2 days 

cutting their wait time 
by more than 90%
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that provides health care coverage and services to beneficiaries across Egypt, 
operating through its branches and hospitals in 27 governantes.

Egypt’s HIO .. a Massive Organization

Covered by HIO healthcare services. 40 of which are owned by the HIO. HIO Annual Budget

54M+
Beneficiary

600+
Facilities

6Bn+ 
EGP

Statistics are based on hio.gov.eg official listing 30/6/2017 



have to Wait to receive their treatments 

as oncology medicines require special protocol-based HIO Approvals

In which patients’ medical records are submitted through

a Long Manual Process of paperwork management and transfer 

Cancer Patients In Particular ..



is how long it takes on average for a single case approval (claim)

while patients are losing 

Time, Patience and Hope

28 days  ..



In August 2017

AMGEN leads an initiative in collaboration with Everest Minds to

take on the challenge of digitizing HIO’s claims insurance approval process

to reduce patients’ wait time significantly

But Hope exists when a Team persists 



Can we design and build a digital experience 
that save lives by improving the HIO claims 

insurance process nationwide ?



While Bearing in Mind the Challenges ..

Implementation to span Egypt’s 27 
governantes from north to south.

Piles of paperwork to be converted to 
terabytes of data managed real time. 

27 HIO 
Branches

Nationwide

100+
HIO Users in 35 

Hospitals

2000+
Monthly 

Submissions
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To be on boarded, trained and fully 
equipped to use our solution.



and even more 

Designing an experience that caters for 
users with different cultures, 

backgrounds and tech proficiency levels  

Users Tech 
Proficiency 

Levels

Internet 
Connectivity

Issues
….
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Building a mission-critical solution 
accessible in different geographical 
locations with limited connectivity.



We rolled our sleeves ..

After an intensive 4 months period of workshops with key stakeholders

Understanding Current Processes
Creating User Personas, Journeys, Flows 
Sketching Ideas
Gathering Users Feedback
Designing and Building Prototypes
Evaluating Usability, Security, Performance 



   iClaim
a secure, web-based, user-friendly and intuitive digital approval workflow system that

Validated claim submissions reduce time 
taken for corrections and errors 

detection, eliminating bottlenecks

Management dashboard and data 
analytics gives powerful insights to aid 

decision making

Reduces 
Errors

Tracks and
Monitors

Enhances 
Decisions

Real-time status tracking of claims 
with instant live and updated 

information



is how fast it is on average for a patient to receive an SMS

from iClaim to notify them with their claim approval

while healthcare is Improving 

2 days ..

and Above all



Impact in Numbers
Since launch

25K+
Total Claims 

15K+
Patients Served 

1000+
Days Saved 

2 days 28 days  



and in Words ..



The End. Beginning.

www.everestminds.com

Want to know more? 

We’d love to share our in-depth case study

Feel free to drop us an email

info@everestminds.com

or contact

Ahmed Behairy
Product Lead

@
behairy@everestminds.com

+2 01062413216

We are on a mission to Empower and Transform 
emerging countries, one organization at a time.

Transformational Journeys.
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